FLEXI-FIBRE AFTERCARE ADVICE
WASHING
INSTRUCTIONS
If worn daily wash every 7-10 days
1.

Prior to washing, remove all knots and tangles.

2.

Fill a bowl or sink with tepid water and a little
Trendco Revitalise Wash. Immerse the wig or
hairpiece in the water. Rinse. Repeat if desired.

3.

Using your hands, smooth through some
Trendco Detangling Cream. Leave this to soak
for a few minutes then rinse thoroughly .

4.

Wrap in towel to remove excess water.

5.

Very gently brush your hairpiece or wig. Place
on a polyhead or wig stand.

6.

At this stage, while it is damp, lightly spray on
Trendco Moisture Protection. Leave to dry
naturally overnight.

7.

In the morning (once dry), shake, brush or use
heated appliances on your hairpiece or wig to
achieve your desired style.

8.

For extra hold, apply some Trendco Sculpt and
Create.

FLEXI-FIBRE ADVICE AND FAQ’S
Use our fantastic Trendco Flexi-Fibre products for a
prolonged lifespan.
Avoid opening oven doors and standing under overhead
heaters. This could singe the fibre. Never wash in hot
water.
When brushing Trendco Flexi-Fibre we recommend using
a soft brush.
Please note that eventually the fibre will wear out and
frizz—the name for this is ‘friction frizz’. Our Trendco
Moisture Protection helps reduce Friction Frizz and helps
ease tangles. Please apply this sparingly a couple of times
in between washes.
Flexi-Fibre needs to be replaced more frequently than
human hair. The expected lifespan for a short fibre wig is 4
-6 months, a mid-length wig (or bob) is between 3-4
months and a long with is 2-3 months. Hairpieces are
expected to last 4-6 months. These time frames are only
approximate and are based on everyday wear.
Flexi-Fibre cannot be tinted or bleached.
Scrunched/permed models must never be brushed:
detangle using your fingers or a wide-tooth comb.
Flexi-Fibre wigs and pieces are hand-tied which allows you
to change the parting and hair direction.
We do not recommend sleeping in your wig/hairpiece—it
will cut the lifespan by at least half.

Heated Appliances
Flexi-Fibre can be blowdried, straightened or curled.
However, heat stylers must NOT exceed 140 degrees.
Always use heated tools with a temperature gauge. If you
straighten Flexi-Fibre it may result in permanent straightness. Using higher temperatures will result in permanent
damage to the Flexi-Fibre.

If you have hair underneath a wig and need more stability,
we advise you to use Snap Lok Clips, Kirby Grips or wear a
wig cap for extra security. The Silicon on the PP wigs
creates extra grip too.
Most wigs/ hairpieces can be secured with Mono Tape if
you have complete hair loss.
Any questions, you can contact us directly: 01202 876870
or huttonshair@gmail.com

